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The ability of two-dimensional �2D� photonic crystals �PC� for high enhancements of nonlinear processes is
analyzed in the case of a degenerate band edge when two symmetrical diffracted beams are generated by Bragg
diffraction in the 2D-PC. Calculations are performed using the very simple Bragg-coupled wave theory which
only involves three coupled waves �the incident wave and the two diffracted waves� for the linear interaction.
The validity of the approximation is proved for wavelengths lying at the neighborhood of the band edges of
2D-PC. Very large local-field intensities are predicted around the band-edge wavelengths, in particular for the
upper band edge. Nonlinear propagation is studied through the analysis of degenerate four-wave mixing. For
counterpropagating pump beams orthogonally sent onto the 2D-PC huge improvement of the phase conjugate
reflectivity are predicted at least for small incidence angles of the signal beam. These results represent an
improvement by a factor of 20 when compared to the case of a one-dimensional PC of the same thickness made
of the same materials. As three intense phase conjugate beams are generated in the four-wave mixing interac-
tion, the 2D-PC could be very interesting for the purpose of dense parallel optical signal processing. Moreover,
the simple theoretical analysis developed in the paper can be used for any kind of 2D-PC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of photonic crystals �PC� �1,2� a lot of
theoretical and experimental works have been performed so
that practical devices for optical microcircuits may now be
considered for optical signal processing �3,4�. However, such
microcircuits require optical nonlinear functions such as
those provided by third-order nonlinear processes. Unfortu-
nately the best nonlinear materials such as semiconductors
exhibit too small optical nonlinearities which prevent their
use at low power in small thickness devices. However, light
localization properties of photonic crystals linked to the
group-velocity reduction near a band extremum enables a
large increase in light intensity inside the structure which is
particularly interesting for nonlinear effects �5–11�. The
strong enhancement of the nonlinear optical susceptibility
was quantified using the local-field factor �12�. The simplest
case of one-dimensional �1D�-PC was first studied, and large
local-field factors leading to large increases in the efficiency
of nonlinear processes are predicted �13� and measured
�14,15� in such PC’s.

At this point one question can be asked: is a two-
dimensional �2D�-PC more efficient than a 1D one for en-
hancing optical nonlinearities? At first sight, since there is
less nonlinear material in a conventional air-semiconductor
2D-PC than in a 1D-PC, the only possibility for a better
nonlinear efficiency of the 2D-PC lies in the potentiality of
getting a higher local field in an optimized 2D-PC. Due to
the hardness of fabrication of such PC’s a preliminary theo-
retical study is evidently wished. Several methods have been
used to solve nonlinear propagation problems in 2D-PC’s:
the finite-difference time-domain �FDTD� often used to cal-
culate band displacements due to Kerr effect �16–19�, the
Fourier factorization of nonlinear Maxwell equations with
application to Kerr effect �20,21�, the variational method for

the description of optical solitonic waves �22� or tunable
super prism effect �23�, and the Bloch mode method �24–26�
or the effective field methods summing over several Bloch
modes of about the same wave vector �27,28�. All these
methods provide good numerical results when applied to par-
ticular 2D-PC; but due to their complexity, it is difficult to
derive general statements for optimizing the pattern of the
2D-PC.

In this paper, we propose a particular 2D-PC which is
potentially interesting since it benefit from a degeneracy of
the band-edge wavelength for different diffracted beams. For
the theoretical analysis of this 2D-PC we use a simple
method based on coupled waves for the calculation of the
local field and the degenerate four-wave mixing near this
degenerate band-edge wavelength.

Section II describes the 2D-PC considered in this study
for the degeneracy of its band edge and provides the Fourier
expansion of its linear and nonlinear optical susceptibilities.
Section III considers the linear propagation in the 2D-PC in
the particular case when the wavelength of the incident beam
is located in the vicinity of the PC band edge. The simple
calculations used in our approach are presented, and results
are discussed concerning the value of the local intensity in-
side the 2D-PC. The study is enlarged to nonlinear propaga-
tion in Sec. IV in the case of degenerate four-wave mixing.
In this section calculation of the conjugate reflectivity for the
considered configuration of the different beams is developed
and results analyzed in comparison with those obtained for a
1D-PC of the same thickness. Finally, the Appendix is de-
voted to the justification of the coupled-wave approximation
used all along our analysis.

II. 2D PHOTONIC CRYSTAL

In order to benefit from the degenerate band edge we
consider in this paper the 2D-PC shown in Fig. 1�a�. This
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2D-PC is infinite in the x direction and has a thickness L in
the z direction. Such a photonic crystal can be obtained by
etching of a material of refractive index n1 with the etched
part filled by a material of refractive index n2. This PC re-
sults from the etching of two tilted gratings of the same
period �=e1+e2 and the same filling factor e1 /� with wave
vectors K1 and K2 tilted by angles +� and −� with respect to
the z direction, respectively. These gratings are shown in
dotted lines in Fig. 1�a�. The 2D-PC is therefore composed of
diamond-shaped pins of refractive index n1 located in a sea
of refractive index n2 arranged following a centered rectan-
gular lattice. The primitive lattice cell shown in Fig. 1�b� is a
rectangle with dimensions � /cos��� and � /sin��� along the
z and x directions, respectively. The diamond of diagonals
e1 /cos��� and e1 /sin��� located at the center of the cell and
the triangles of sides e1 / �2 cos���� and e1 / �2 sin���� occu-
pying its four corners have the refractive index n1, the re-
maining part of the unit cell exhibiting a refractive index n2.
Taking the periodicity of the 2D-PC into account the linear
permittivity ��z ,x� and the nth-order nonlinear susceptibility
��n��z ,x� can be decomposed using Fourier series following
the relation

��z,x� = � �
Nz,Nx

�Nz,Nx
exp i�NzKzz + NxKxx���� z

L
	 ,

�2.1�

with �=� or ��n�. In Eq. �2.1� Nz and Nx are positive,
negative, or null integers, Kz=2� cos��� /� and Kx
=2� sin��� /� are the modulus unit cell wave vectors in the

reciprocal space, and ��z /L�=1 for 0	z	L and ��z /L�
=0 elsewhere. The �Nz ,Nx� order Fourier component �NzNx
given by

�NzNx
= 


−�/2 cos �

+�/2 cos �

dz

−�/2 sin �

+�/2 sin �

dx��z,x�exp i�NzKzz + NxKxx�

�2.2�

takes the value

�0,0 = �2 + ��1 − �2�
e1

2

�2 , �2.3a�

�Nz,Nx
=

2��1 − �2�
�2�Nz

2 − Nx
2�

sin��

2
�Nz + Nx�

e1

�
�sin��

2
�Nz − Nx�

e1

�
�


�1 + exp�− i��Nz − Nx��� , �2.3b�

where �1 and �2 are the values of ��z ,x� in the materials of
refractive indices n1 and n2, respectively. As expected from
the symmetry of the unit cell, �Nz,−Nx

=�−Nz,−Nx
=�−Nz,Nx

=�Nz,Nx
. Note also that �Nz,Nx

=0 if Nz−Nx is odd and that
�Nz,Nx

reduces to

�Nz,�Nz
=

�1 − �2

�Nz

e1

�
sin��Nz

e1

�
� �2.4�

for Nx= �Nz.
Let as note also that, in order to separate band-edge ef-

fects which are our prime interest in the present analysis
from Fabry-Perot resonances, the 2D-PC is assumed to be
surrounded by a medium of refractive index n0=�00 or
equivalently antireflexion coated or slightly prismatic. In
such a way there is no unwanted reflexion at the boundaries
which might artificially enhance the field intensities.

III. LINEAR PROPAGATION AND LOCAL INTENSITY

For the sake of simplicity we consider here isotropic dif-
fraction of an incident beam ER�z ,x� polarized orthogonally
to the incidence plane �i.e., in the y direction� with all the
possible diffracted waves also polarized along the y direc-
tion. The total electromagnetic field E� �z ,x� inside the sample
�0	z	L� then writes

E� �z,x� = �
N�

E� DN�
�z,x� , �3.1�

where, for N�=0, E� D0
�z ,x�=E� R�z ,x�=êAR exp ik�R .r� is the

incident field of polarization vector ê, complex amplitude AR,
and wave vector k�R=k�cos �Rẑ+sin �Rx̂�, and E� DN�
=êADN�

exp�ik�DN�
r�� is the N’th-order diffracted wave of com-

plex amplitude ADN�
and wave vector k�DN�

=k�cos �DN�
ẑ

+sin �DN�
x̂� �see Fig. 2�. Here, k=2�n0 / is the modulus of

each wave vector k�DN�
, with  as the incident-beam wave-

length and n0=�00 as the mean refractive index of the 2D-
PC.

In the following the slowly varying envelop approxima-
tion �SVEA� is used for the description of beam propagation

FIG. 1. Schemes �a� of the 2D-PC and �b� of its unit cell.
Dashed lines in figure �a� correspond to the tilted 1D-PC’s giving
rise to the 2D-PC. OZ and OZ� are orthogonal to these gratings.
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although large local-field factors are predicted in Sec. III D
at the band edge of the short length 2D-PC considered in our
analysis. In fact, this SVEA approximation is valid in a me-
dium possessing the translational symmetry in the x direction
because, as long as, as shown here after �see Eq. �3.6�� the
read and reflected Bragg waves are considered in our analy-
sis. Indeed, these diffracted beams play the role of the coun-
terpropagating waves existing when the SVEA is not made
�29�. The validity of such an approximation at the band edge
of 1D-PC’s was already proven in Ref. �13�. The propagation
equation of the amplitude ADN�

then writes

2ik�DN�
· �� ADN�

= �
Nz

�
Nx

�
N�

�NzNx
ADN�

exp i ��k�DN�
− k�DN�

� · r�

+ NzKzz + NxKxx� . �3.2�

The grating being infinite in the x direction, phase matching
is required along this direction, which gives

k�sin��DN�
� − sin��DN�

�� + NxKx = 0. �3.3�

Equation �3.3� means that diffracted waves of orders N� and
N� are coupled through the order Nx of the 2D grating along
the x direction and to all the grating orders along the z direc-
tion. The phase mismatch is then along the z direction only
and writes

�kN�,Nz,Nx
L = NzKzL + k�cos �DN�

− cos �DN�
�L �3.4�

A. Small phase-mismatch approximation
at the PC band edge

Relation �3.3� also holds for N�=0 corresponding to the
incident wave so that diffracted waves are emitted in trans-
mission and in reflexion in directions �DN�

=arcsin�
Nx sin�2��

0

+sin �R�=�0 and �DN�
=�−�0, respectively. In the following,

we will restrict ourselves to the most interesting case when
the diffracted orders corresponding to Nx= �1 are at the de-
generate band edge of the 2D-PC. Indeed, as shown in the
Appendix only these waves exhibit the high local intensities
required for nonlinear optics.

Two conditions are necessary for a strong coupling be-
tween incident and diffracted waves: a high Fourier coeffi-
cient �Nz,Nx

and a quasiperfect phase matching ��kN�,Nz,Nx
L

�0�. As shown by Eq. �2.4� the highest possible coupling
occurs through the Nz= �1 components ��1,�1=�11

=
�1−�2

�

e1

� sin��
e1

� � of the Fourier series describing ��z ,x�. We
therefore consider a 2D-PC of periods � /cos � and � /sin �
such that the phase mismatch �k0,1,�1L is null for Nz=1 at
the center of the degenerate forbidden band for a read beam
of wavelength 0 orthogonally incident ��R=0� onto the 2D-
PC. In such a situation, 0, �, and � are linked through the
relation

0 = 2�nef f cos � . �3.5�

In the small phase-mismatch approximation used in our
analysis, due to relation III.5, only the waves diffracted in
reflexion in orders Nx= �1 are considered. Other diffracted
waves �in transmission and reflexion� present large phase
mismatches and are safely neglected. In the same manner,
only orders Nz= �1 are considered in our calculations. Al-
though they must be taken into account in particular for an
exact determination of the band-edge wavelength, because
they exhibit large phase mismatches, they can be safely ne-
glected too. The validity of this small phase-mismatch ap-
proximation is discussed in details and proved in the Appen-
dix.

B. Reflectivity

In the small phase-mismatch approximation the coupled
propagation equations derived from Eq. �3.2� writes

dAR

dz
=

i��11

nef f cos �R
�AD1

exp i�k1z + AD2
exp i�k2z� ,

�3.6a�

dAD1

dz
=

i��11

nef f cos �D1

AD1
exp − i�k1z , �3.6b�

dAD2

dz
=

i��11

nef f cos �D2

AD2
exp − i�k2z , �3.6c�

with �D1
=�−arcsin�sin �R+  sin �

�nef f
�, �D2

=�−arcsin�sin �R

−  sin �
�nef f

�, and �k1,2= 2� cos �
� +

2�nef f

 �cos �D1,2
−cos �R�. Setting

AR=aR exp i�
�k1+�k2

4 �z, AD1
=a1 exp i�

�k2−3�k1

4 �z, and AD2

=a2 exp i�
�k1−3�k2

4 �z, and using a matrix representation Eqs.
�3.6a�, �3.6b�, and �3.6c� write

dA

dz
= MA , �3.7�

with

A = �aR

a1

a2
�

and

FIG. 2. Configuration of the read and nth-order diffracted wave
vectors.
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M = �
− i��k1 + �k2�/4 i

��1

nef f cos �R
i

��1

nef f cos �R

i
��1

nef f cos �D1

− i��k2 − 3�k1�/4 0

i
��1

nef f cos �D2

0 − i��k1 − 3�k2�/4
� . �3.8�

Resolution of the matrix differential Eq. �3.7� is performed
through the diagonalization of the matrix M by using the
basis change given by the matrix

P = �x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3

z1 z2 z3
� , �3.9�

with �xi ,yi ,zi� as the components of the eigenvectors of the
new basis. In the new basis, Eq. �3.7� writes

dB

dz
= DB , �3.10�

with B= P−1A and D= P−1MP the diagonal matrix represent-
ing the M matrix in the new basis. Integration of Eq. �3.10�
with the limit conditions AR�0�=ER0, AD1

�L�=0, and
AD2

�L�=0 together with a reciprocal basis change allows to
deduce the transmission TR and reflectivities R1 and R2 of the
device;

TR = �ER�L��2/�ER0�2 = �x1BR exp 1L + x2B1 exp 2L

+ x3B2 exp 3L�2/�ER0�2, �3.11a�

R1 = �cos �D1
/cos �R��ED1

�0��2/�ER0�2

= �cos �D1
/cos �R��y1BR + y2B1 + y3B2�2/�ER0�2,

�3.11b�

R2 = �cos �D2
/cos �R��ED2

�0��2/�ER0�2

= �cos �D2
/cos �R��z1BR + z2B1 + z3B2�2/�ER0�2,

�3.11c�

with BR, B1, and B2 the components of the B vector solutions
of the system of equations provided by limit conditions

x1BR + x2B1 + x3B2 = ER0

y1BR exp 1L + y2B1 exp 2L + y3B2 exp 3L = 0

z1BR exp 1L + z2B1 exp 2L + z3B2 exp 3L = 0,

�3.12�

and i �i=1,3� the diagonal elements of D.
In the general case the transmissions and reflectivities are

numerically computed. However, in the case when the read
beam is normal to the 2D-PC, the diffracted beams are sym-

metrical with respect to the incident-beam and analytical so-
lutions are found for TR and R1 and R2:

T = TR = �AR�L�
ER0

�2

=
4���2

�2� cosh �L + i�k sinh �L�2
,

�3.13a�

R = R1 = R2 = cos 2���AD1,2�0�
ER0

�2

= 2�0
2� sh�L

2� cosh �L + i�k sinh �L
�2

,

�3.13b�

where �2=�0
2− �k2

4 , �0
2=

2�2�1
2

nef f
2 2 cos ��

, ��= 1
2arcsin�  sin �

�nef f
�, and

�k= 2� cos �
� +

2�nef f

 �cos ���. Note that, as it must be, energy
is preserved since one gets 2R+T=1 for the analytical solu-
tion given by Eqs. �3.13a� and �3.13b� as well as R1+R2
+TR=1 for the numerical one provided by Eqs. �3.11a�,
�3.11b�, and �3.11c�.

C. Local intensity

The local field inside the 2D-PC is given by

E�z,x� = AR�z�exp ik�R · r� + AD1
�z�exp ik�D1

· r�

+ AD2
�z�exp ik�D2

· r� , �3.14�

with

AR�z� = �x1BR exp 1z + x2B1 exp 2z

+ x3B2 exp 3z�exp i
�k1 + �k2

4
z , �3.15a�

AD1
�z� = �y1BR exp 1z + y2B1 exp 2z

+ y3B2 exp 3z�exp i
�k2 − 3�k1

4
z , �3.15b�

AD2
�z� = �z1BR exp 1z + z2B1 exp 2z

+ z3B2 exp 3z�exp i
�k1 − 3�k2

4
z . �3.15c�

The local intensity is then given by I�z ,x�= �E�z ,x��2.
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D. Numerical results

In this section the incident beam is sent perpendicularly
onto the 2D-PC described in Sec. II. All the calculations
were performed using �1=n1

2=10.43, �2=n2
2=1, and �

=20 degrees for a sample of length L=4 �m. In order to
give an insight into the potential optimization of the device
for applications, the band-center wavelength 0 was adjusted
so that the upper or lower band-edge wavelength B
=1500 nm.

The influence of the filling factor e1 /� on the normalized
mean local intensity IL= �1 / �I0L� sin������−�/2/sin���

+�/2/sin���dx

�0

LdzI�x ,z� was studied for both upper and lower band
edges. The result is presented in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� together
with the grating wavelength �=0 / �2nef f cos���� for the
cases of lower and upper band edges, respectively. In both
cases, due to the increase in the effective index of refraction
consecutive to the lower volume of the etched part of the
2D-PC, the grating wavelength decreases with increasing
values of e1 /�. It can also be observed from Fig. 3 that the
filling factor plays an important role in enhancing the local
intensity with a maximum around e1 /�=0.5 in both cases.
Figure 3 also shows that the mean local intensity is much
larger on the upper band edge of the 2D-PC. This is directly
connected to the larger number of periods obtained in this
case for the same device length. This means that better re-
sults are expected in the nonlinear regime when the upper
band edge of the 2D-PC is considered. As a consequence,
only this case with an optimized filling factor �e1 /�=0.5� is
considered in the following.

Due to the symmetry of the problem, for an incident-beam
orthogonal to the 2D-PC both diffracted beams exhibit the
same reflectivity. Figure 4 shows the reflectivity spectrum of
one of these two identical diffracted beams together with that
of the normalized mean local intensity IL. At low wave-
lengths, the reflectivity of each diffracted beam tends toward
one half and the device is totally reflecting with two equal
intensity diffracted beams. At the band edge occurring at

1500 nm the reflectivity drops to zero and the mean normal-
ized local intensity is maximum. Note that the resonance
leads to high local intensities �IL=34� and to narrow band-
widths ��=3.3 nm� which can be useful for optical filter-
ing or WDM optical signal processing.

Figure 5 shows the spatial repartition of the local intensity
inside the 2D-PC. The pattern which is infinite in the x di-
rection is only represented between x=0 and x=4 �m in the
figure. Local intensity is patterned following the 2D-PC etch-
ing with maximum at the center of the device in the z direc-
tion with intensity almost 200 times larger than the incident
intensity which is a great promise of efficiency for nonlinear
optical processes. It is also important to note that much
higher local-field intensities can be obtained using longer
PC’s, but with somewhat narrower frequency bandwidths.

IV. DEGENERATE FOUR-WAVE MIXING

Four-wave mixing is used for characterizing the local–
field-induced enhancement of the third-order optical nonlin-
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ear susceptibility �12� and to compare the efficiency of
2D-PC for this purpose to the case of already known 1D-PC
�13�.

A. Optical configuration

The optical configuration considered in this section is
shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�. Figure 6�a� represents the
beams incident onto the 2D-PC and the beams that outcomes
from this PC, while the wave vectors of the different waves
present in the sample are indicated in Fig. 6�b�.

The two counter propagating incident pump wave ERF�0�
and ERB�L� are orthogonal to the 2D-PC and give rise to six
pump waves inside the PC. These six waves are counter
propagating two by two: the forward and backward reference
waves �ERF and ERB� due to the transmission of the incident
pump waves and the waves �EDF1

and EDB1
; and EDF2

and
EDB2

� diffracted by the reference waves �see the correspond-
ing wave vectors in Fig. 6�b��. The incident signal beam
Es�0� gives rise to three signal waves �ES, ESD1

, and ESD2
�

and three conjugate waves �EC, ECD1
, and ECD2

� counter-
propagating to �ES, ESD1

, and ESD2
�, respectively.

In the following, calculations performed for the determi-
nation of the propagation of the different waves are pre-
sented before giving some numerical results and comparing
these results with those obtained when using 1D-PC. All the
calculations were performed in the fully parametric approxi-
mation of no significant pump depletion and signal amplifi-
cation. Note that this approximation is always possible when
considering the four-wave mixing process provided the
pump and signal incident intensities are low enough. This
approximation also allows describing the pump and signal
propagation in the linear regime in order to show the local-
field enhancement of the third-order nonlinear susceptibili-
ties with no spurious effects. At higher pump intensities Kerr
effect induced self phase modulation and cross phase modu-
lation are evidently expected. These processes could also be
treated using the formalism described in this paper.

B. Pump-wave propagation

The amplitudes of the pump waves ERF, EDF1
, and EDF2

issued from the forward propagating incident pump beam are
directly derived from results of Sec. III B with �RF=�R=0.
The amplitudes of the pump waves ERB, EDB1

, and EDB2
is-

sued from the forward propagating incident pump beam are
also derived from results of Sec. III B but with �RB=�, re-
placing KZ by −KZ and using adequate limit conditions
�ERB�L�=ERB0

,EDB1
�0�=0,EDB2

�0�=0�. One gets then

ARI
�j��z� = �x1�j�BR�j�exp�1�j�z� + x2�j�B1�j�exp�2�j�z� + x3�j�B2�j�exp�3�j�z��exp i��kRI1

�j� + �kRI2
�j�

4
�z , �4.1a�

ADI1

�j� �z� = �y1�j�BR�j�exp�1�j�z� + y2�j�B1�j�exp�2�j�z� + y3�j�B2�j�exp�3�j�z��exp i��kRI2
�j� − 3�kRI1

�j�

4
�z , �4.1b�

ADI2

�j� �z� = �z1�j�BR�j�exp�1�j�z� + z2�j�B1�j�exp�2�j�z� + z3�j�B2�j�exp�3�j�z��exp i��kRI1
�j� − 3�kRI2

�j�

4
�z,

�I � F,B; j = 0,�� , �4.1c�

with �kRI1,2
= 2� cos �

� +
2�nef f

 �cos �DI1,2
−cos �RI�, where �I�F ,B�.

FIG. 6. �a� Input and output beams and �b� inside wave vectors
in degenerate four-wave mixing in the 2D-PC. The grating wave
vectors are only represented in the case of the −1 order of diffrac-
tion of the forward pump wave.
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C. Signal wave propagation

Signal waves ES, ESD1
, and ESD2

are also given by Eq.
�4.1a�, �4.1b�, and �4.1c� if using j=�S and RI�S and DI
�SD.

D. Conjugate wave propagation

Conjugate waves EC, ECD1
, and ECD2

are coupled to each
other by the 2D-PC and to signal waves ES, ESD1

, and ESD2

through four-wave mixing with the pump waves ERF, EDF1
,

EDF2
, ERB, EDB1

, and EDB2
. Since the conjugate waves are

counterpropagating to the signal waves, the propagation
equations of their amplitudes AC, ACD1

, and ACD2
are then

given by

dAC

dz
= −

i�

nef f cos �S
�1�ACD1

exp − i�kS1z + ACD2


exp − i�kS2z� −
i4�2

nef f cos �S
�ef f

�3��ARFARB

+ ADF1
ADB1

+ ADF2
ADB2

�AS
�, �4.2a�

dACD1

dz
= −

i�

nef f cos �SD1

�1�AC exp i�kS1z�

−
i4�2

nef f cos �SD1

�ef f
�3��ARFARB + ADF1

ADB1

+ ADF2
ADB2

�ASD1

� , �4.2b�

dACD2

dz
= −

i�

nef f cos �SD2

�1�AC exp i�kS2z�

−
i4�2

nef f cos �SD2

�ef f
�3��ARFARB + ADF1

ADB1

+ ADF2
ADB2

�ASD2

� , �4.2c�

where �ef f
�3� =�0,0

�3� as given by Eq. �2.3a�. The first term of
the right-hand side of Eqs. �4.2a�, �4.2b�, and �4.2c� corre-
sponds to Bragg diffraction �as in Sec. III B�, and the second
one corresponds to the four-wave mixing process. Setting
AS=aS exp i�

�kS1+�kS2

4 �z, AC=aC exp− i�
�kS1+�kS2

4 �z, ASD1

=aSD1
exp i�

�kS2−3�kS1

4 �z, ACD1
=aCD1

exp− i�
�kS2−3�kS1

4 �z, ASD2

=aSD2
exp i�

�kS1−3�kS2

4 �z, and ACD2
=aCD2

exp i�
�kS1−3�kS2

4 �z,
Eqs. �4.2a�, �4.2b�, and �4.2c� can be written in matrix form:

d

dz
AC = MCAC + AC� , �4.3�

with

AC = � aC

aCD1

aCD2

�
and

AC� = � FC�

FCD1
�

FCD2
�

�
where

FC� �z� = −
i4�2�ef f

�3�

nef f cos �S
�ARF�z�ARB�z� + ADF1

�z�ADB1
�z� + ADF2

�z�ADB2
�z��aS

��z� , �4.4a�

FCD1
� �z� = −

i4�2�ef f
�3�

nef f cos �SD1

�ARF�z�ARB�z� + ADF1
�z�ADB1

�z� + ADF2
�z�ADB2

�z��aSD1

� �z� , �4.4b�

FCD2
� �z� = −

i4�2�ef f
�3�

nef f cos �SD2

�ARF�z�ARB�z� + ADF1
�z�ADB1

�z� + ADF2
�z�ADB2

�z��aSD2

� �z� . �4.4c�

In Eq. �4.3�, the matrix MC writes

MC =�
i

4
��kS1 + �kS2� −

i��1

nef f cos �S
−

i��1

nef f cos �S

−
i��1

nef f cos �SD1

i

4
��kS2 − 3�kS1� 0

−
i��1

nef f cos �SD2

0
i

4
��kS1 − 3�kS2�

� . �4.5�
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As in the case of the linear propagation of pump and signal
waves, resolution of the matrix differential equation �Eq.
�4.3�� is performed through the diagonalization of the matrix
MC by using the basis change given by the matrix

PC = �xC1 xC2 xC3

yC1 yC2 yC3

zC1 zC2 zC3
� , �4.6�

with xCi ,yCi ,zCi �i=1,2 ,3� as the components of the eigen-
vectors of the new basis.

The conjugate intensities then write

IC�0� = �xC1bC�0� + xC2bCD1
�0� + xC3bCD2

�0��2, �4.7a�

ICD1
�L� = �yC1bC�L� + yC2bCD1

�L� + yC3bCD2
�L��2� cos �SD1

cos �S
� ,

�4.7b�

ICD2
�L� = �zC1bC�L� + zC2bCD1

�L� + zC3bCD2
�L��2� cos �SD2

cos �S
� ,

�4.7c�

with

bC�z� = �KC�0� + 

0

z

FC�z��exp�− C1z��dz��exp C1z ,

bCD1
�z� = �KCD1

�0� + 

0

z

FCD1
�z��exp�− C2z��dz��exp C2z ,

bCD2
�z� = �KCD2

�0� + 

0

z

FCD2
�z��exp�− C3z��dz��exp C3z ,

where Ci �i=1,2 ,3� are the eigenvalues of matrix MC and
where

�FC�z�
FCD1

�z�

FCD2
�z� � = PC

−1�FC� �z�
FCD1

� �z�

FCD2
� �z� � .

The constant matrix

K = � KC�0�
KCD1

�0�

KCD2
�0� �

is determined by using the limit conditions aC�L�=0,
aCD1

�0�=0, and aCD2
�0�=0.

E. Numerical result

All the results presented in this section were calculated
for a maximum local intensity for the pump beam, i.e, for
wavelengths lying in the vicinity of the upper band edge of
the forbidden gap and using a filling factor e1 /�=0.5 and a

grating period �=319 nm. Figures 7�a�–�d� show the
conjugate reflectivity spectra �C= �IC�0��2 / �IS�0��2, �CD1
= �ICD1

�0��2 / �IS�0��2, and �CD2
= �ICD2

�0��2 / �IS�0��2 plotted in
semilogarithmic scale for incidence angles of the signal
beam of 0°, 1°, 2°, and 3°, respectively. As expected, high
conjugate reflectivity peaks are predicted at the band edge of
the 2D-PC. The large decrease in the conjugate reflectivities
�several orders of magnitude� observed for small detunings
from the band-edge wavelength confirms the huge enhance-
ment of local nonlinear susceptibilities at the band edge of
PCs. Due to symmetry the conjugate reflectivities of the dif-
fracted signal beams are identical when the signal beam is
perpendicular to the 2D-PC, which is not the case for signal
incidence angles of 1°, 2°, and 3°. It can also be noted from
Figs. 7�a�–�d� that each of the diffracted conjugate beams
exhibits a reflectivity which is about half of the direct con-
jugate beam, as expected from the splitting of the incident
signal beam in two equal diffracted beams inside the 2D-PC.

It should be noticed that, at the band-edge wavelength,
there are conjugate outputs of the diffracted beams of the
signal beam although there is none of these diffracted beams.
Indeed, destructive interferences occur for these diffracted
beams due to the presence of the signal input beam. This is
not the case for the conjugate beams which are generated
inside the 2D-PC so that diffracted conjugate beams are
emitted with about the same intensity as that of the signal
conjugate beam. This behavior is quite similar to that occur-
ring in a symmetrical laser cavity where only the amplified
transmitted beam exists when such a cavity is operated be-
low threshold as an intracavity amplifier while two outputs
of equal intensities are observed in the laser operation of this
symmetrical cavity.

Figures 7�a�–�d� also demonstrate the high spectral and
spatial selectivity of the 2D-PC, with decreases by more than
1 order of magnitude for detunings of 2 nm or 2°. This
property is very encouraging for the application of such de-
vices to multiplexed optical signal processing.

F. Comparison with a 1D-PC

The huge enhancement of nonlinear processes reported in
this paper for 2D-PC’s using a Fourier technique was also
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Phase conjugate reflectivity spectra of the
2D-PC for different incidence angles of the signal beam. The phase
conjugate reflectivity is plotted for the signal beam �continuous
line� and the −1 and +1 diffracted orders �dashed and dotted lines,
respectively�.
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underlined previously for 1D-PC’s using the transfer matrix
method �13�. In the following a comparison of the perfor-
mances of 1D- and 2D-PC’s is described. For this compari-
son the same global device is considered. The two PC’s are
etched in a semiconductor material �dielectric permittivities
�1=n1

2=10.43 and �2=n2
2=1� of length L=4 �m; the band

center wavelength 0 is adjusted so that the upper band-edge
wavelength is B=1500 nm, and the filling factor is adjusted
for maximum mean local intensity inside the PC’s. More-
over, in both cases the signal beam is orthogonal to the de-
vice. Figure 8 shows the conjugate reflectivity of the signal
beam for the 1D- and the 2D-PC �dashed and continuous
lines, respectively�. Note that the diffracted conjugate beams
existing in the 2D-PC are not considered in Fig. 8. The
wavelength selectivity of the device is almost the same for
the two PC’s with a sharp resonance peak of conjugate re-
flectivity around the band edge at 1500 nm. However, the
conjugate reflectivity of the signal beam is about 20 times
larger for the 2D-PC than that predicted for the 1D-PC. This
large enhancement definitely demonstrates the favorable in-
fluence of the degeneracy of the band edge of the 2D-PC on
the efficiency of nonlinear processes. Note that the global
enhancement is even three times higher when considering
the sum of the three conjugate beams emitted in the case of
the 2D-PC. These considerations clearly means that the 2D
configuration of the CP must be chosen carefully in order to
maximize the nonlinear effect, which can be easily per-
formed by using the theoretical approach described here.

V. CONCLUSION

A simple model based on the Bragg coupled equations has
been developed for the description of the linear and nonlin-
ear propagation of light in 2D-PC’s. This model has been
successfully applied to the particular case of a specific
2D-PC designed for exhibiting a degeneracy of its band edge
in the direction of the two diffracted beams. The validity of
the simple analytical model developed was demonstrated in
this particular case. As the method used for the verification is
quite general, it must be stressed that the model may be
applied to any 2D-PC, which makes the analysis developed
in this paper quite general.

The specific choice made for the 2D-PC has led to very
high mean local intensities �particularly for the upper band
edge of the 2D-PC� and to huge improvements of the phase
conjugate reflectivity resulting from the degenerate four-
wave mixing process considered for the nonlinear interac-
tion. The advantage of this 2D structuration has been under-
lined by the comparison of the 2D-PC to a standard 1D-PC
with three phase conjugate beams of individual intensity
about 20 times larger than that of the single phase conjugate
beam obtained with a 1D-PC. Evidently, such a property
could be very interesting for high efficiency operation of
high fan-out optical circuits for optical signal processing.

APPENDIX: VALIDITY OF THE COUPLED
WAVE APPROXIMATION

In the coupled wave approximation used in Sec. III, three
waves are considered: the read wave of complex amplitude
AR and the two Bragg diffracted waves of complex ampli-
tudes AD1

and AD2
. The diffracted wave EDN

of wave vector
kDN

is then coupled to these three waves by the propagation
equation

dADNx

�j�

dz
=

i�

nef f cos �DNx

�j� �
Nz�0

��Nz;Nx
AR exp − i�kR

�j��Nz,Nx�z

+ �Nz;−Nx+1AD1
exp − i�kD1

�j� �Nz,Nx�z

+ �Nz;−Nx−1AD2
exp − i�kD2

�j� �Nz,Nx�z�, �j = Rf ,Tr� ,

�A1�

with

�kR
�j��Nz,Nx� = k�cos �DNx

�j� − cos �R� + NzKz, �A2a�

�kD1

�j� �Nz,Nx� = k�cos �DNx

�j� − cos �D1
� + NzKz, �A2b�

�kD2

�j� �Nz,Nx� = k�cos �DNx

�j� − cos �D2
� + NzKz, �A2c�

and

�D−1

�R� = �D1
= � − arcsin�sin �R +

 sin �

�nef f
� ,

�D1

�R� = �D2
= � − arcsin�sin �R −

 sin �

�nef f
� .

Equation �A1� considers both the transmitted waves ADNx

�Tr� and

the reflected ones ADNx

�Rf� for Nx� �1 where the incidence

angles are given by

�DNx

�Tr� = arcsin�sin �R − Nx
 sin �

�nef f
� ,

�DNx

�Rf� = � − arcsin�sin �R − Nx
 sin �

�nef f
� .
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Comparison of the phase conjugate re-
flectivity spectra calculated for the 1D and 2D-PC’s. Only the signal
phase conjugate reflectivity is plotted for the 2D-PC. The phase
conjugate reflectivity of the two diffracted signal beams which are
of the same magnitude are not shown in the figure.
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As it was made in Sec. III only the wavelength zone lying
around the upper band edge was considered here since it
provides the best performances for the device. Moreover, as
in Sec. III, we considered the case of an incident-beam sent
quasiperpendicularly to the 2D-PC �sin��R��0�. For 
=1.5 �m,  sin � /� /nef f =0.871 and only orders Nx= �1
�in reflexion and in transmission� are possible. As a conse-
quence, only the amplitudes AD−1

�Tr� and AD+1

�Tr� of the transmitted
diffracted waves are considered. Moreover, as e1 /�=0.5 for
a maximum local intensity in the PC the nonzero Fourier
components are given by the simpler Eq. �2.4�. Equation
�A1� was numerically integrated for both AD−1

�Tr� and AD+1

�Tr�

when limiting the expansion in NZ to the third order ��NZ�
	3�. The correction due to the fifth order �NZ= �5� was
also calculated using Eq. �A1�. The validity of the coupled-
wave approximation was tested by the calculation of the lo-
cal intensities ILD�1

�Tr� = �1 / I0L��0
L�AD�1

Tr �z��2dz normalized to
the local intensity given IL calculated in Sec. III.

Figure 9 shows spectra of the third- and fifth-order cor-
rections to the total local intensity due to the transmitted
Nx= �1 diffraction orders. It must be underlined that the
error is very low �less than 1%� in the vicinity of the band-
edge wavelength where the local intensity is maximum in the
2D-PC. This definitely proves the reliability of the approxi-
mation made in Sec. III. This result also strongly confirms

that the simple analysis developed in this paper can be suc-
cessfully applied to any nonlinear 2D-PC �0.7% and 0.1%
for the third- and fifth-order corrections, respectively, at the
band-edge wavelength�. This means that as far as nonlinear
properties of the 2D-PC at its band edge is concerned, only
the incident and Bragg diffracted waves must be considered,
which definitely simplifies the analysis which can be even
analytical, leakage waves due to higher-order diffracted
waves being calculated numerically in the linear regime.
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FIG. 9. Relative third- and fifth-order corrections to the normal-
ized mean local intensity plotted as a function of the signal
wavelength.
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